JAIN CENTER OF AMERICA
Presents

Sanskar - 2013
(A JCA Fund Raising Event)

A Spirited Display Of Classical Indian Arts

Sunday, October 20th, 2013
Queensboro Performing Arts Center
222-05, 56th Avenue,
Bayside, NY 11364

Light refreshments - 2:00–3:30 PM
Cultural Programme - 3:30–7:00 PM
Donations - $250, $100, $75, $50, $25

Performing Artists From
Sarang Academy Of Performing Arts • Shraddhanjali Indian Arts Academy
Sanskriti Center • Nritya Sagaram Dance Academy • Jiva Performing Arts

FOR TICKET INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
JCA OFFICE • MR. MANOJO MEHTA • 718.478.9141 • Website: www.nyjaincenter.org

MR. AJIT VORA • 516.857.8400 • MR. ASHOK SANCHETI • 201.927.3151 • MR. CHANDRAKANT K. SHAH • 718.934.3848 • MR. HEMANT SHAH • 516.263.9624
MR. HIREN & MRS. AMITA VADALIA • 516.225.6602 • MR. KANUBHAI LAKHANI • 516.728.2991 • MR. KUMAR BHAI SHAH • 646.776.5200 • MR. MEHUL SHAH • 917.864.0904
MR. RAJESH SHAH • 646.361.3637 • MR. SANDEEP SHAH • 914.318.2141 • MR. SANJAY PANDYA • 917.660.7617 • MR. VIPUL SHAH • 917.593.6116